Trx250r engine

It combined a lightweight frame and good handling, with a liquid-cooled two-stroke engine and
six-speed close-ratio transmission. Although only being manufactured for four years, the "R",
as it was known, was long a primary choice for ATV racers until the resurgence of factory
involvement and usage of four-stroke engines in sport ATV's beginning in and Although
mechanically similar, Honda detuned the engine for use in the Fourtrax, through reduced
compression and less aggressive porting, to ensure that the added weight of the quad would
not adversely affect the reliability of the engine. The model year, now absent the three-wheelers
due to the CPSC ban, saw the engine receive a five-millimeter longer connecting rod,
accompanied by a piston with a wrist pin bore raised five millimeters. Additionally, the cylinder
was changed to include a bridged intake. Most of the chassis of the Fourtrax remained the
same. The model year brought the most dramatic changes to the TRXR. Additionally a shorter
aluminum swing arm was added, but the frame lengthened such that the overall wheelbase was
slightly greater. Aesthetically, the Fourtrax's headlight was moved from the handlebars to a
mount molded into the hood. This was also the only year to be available with red fenders. For
the TRXR received few changes. Most notable was the use of a needle bearing in the clutch
pressure plate, for smoother action. This needle bearing was a necessary upgrade for the TRXR,
as well [3]. The color was returned to white for its final year. While raced in mostly stock form in
its earliest years, by the time production rules were initiated only about six of the TRXR's
components had to be purchased from Honda [3]. Initially, items that were subject to the most
abuse from racing were the first to be remade. Originally made of die cast aluminum, the clutch
basket was found to be weak when power was increased or subjected to race conditions. The
first aftermarket clutch basket was a machined steel piece campaigned by Gary Denton in A
regular trend that started on the Fourtrax that would not carry over to the four strokes was the
use of aftermarket frames. Stock frames on most mass-produced quads are made of mild steel
and, though suitable for recreational use, will quickly develop cracks when raced. Without new
quads available after the model year, stronger replacement frames for racing were soon needed.
The first altered geometry frame was introduced by JP Racing a short while later. By , a myriad
of aftermarket frames could be had from numerous manufacturers in both stock and altered
geometry, made of steel and aluminum. Though Honda was initially concerned with reliability
and detuned the original cc motor, with the release of the Pro-X pro-cross cylinder and head in ,
the R's displacement could be increased well into the cc range by changing the cylinder alone.
Additionally, this and other aftermarket cylinders offered advanced port layout for more tuning
options. With modifications to the transmission cases, later aftermarket cylinders and
crankshafts permitted engine displacements to reach cc's. The last version of the Pro-X
cylinder, as well as others, also added an exhaust operated powervalve , a feature that was left
off the R but used almost universally by the competition, as well as in Two-Stroke motocross
bikes since the mid-eighties. Although great increases in displacement and power became
possible, the TRXR's transmission did have its limits, and gear strength became an issue. To
allow for the larger engines a joint venture between Baldwin Motorsports and Timken Bearing,
in the 90's, produced a set of stronger aftermarket gears. These gears permitted engines over
cc's to be reliably raced. The TRXR is the only quad for which such a product was made. A
driving reason Honda chose to use a larger displacement four stroke engine instead of the
traditional two stroke as part of their re-involvement in competition ATV's can be learned from
the following excerpt taken from world. These simply structured 2-stroke engines had been
adopted mainly in small motorcycles because of their superior output. Our goal was to replace
them with more environment-friendly 4-stroke engine technology. Service Publications Office :
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listing for international shipping options and costs. If you are looking for performance you have
come to the right place! We carry pistons, rods, reed cages, performance cylinders, heads,
clutches, and so much more. We also specialize in many performance modifications and
services. We offer porting, head mods, crank work, dyno tuning, and even complete motor
building services. Kit Includes: CT Racing port work, cylinder decking, head re-chambering,
modified piston kit, cylinder spacer plate, and top end gasket set. Pingback: Does anyone make
a after market frame thats reasonable? Call for more details. This is the best all around pipe
ever made for the R. This is the best all around pipe ever made for the ATCR. Fits stock airbox.
This head gasket is paper thin at only. It actually would raise the compression a bit too much for
pump gas, so we supply two base gaskets raising the cylinder up slightly. This acts like mild
porting. It sets the compression for pump gas and picks up about 4 HP with a wider power
curve and more bottom-end power. Winderosa Gaskets are extremely high quality US made
gasket sets. Includes wrist pin bearing. Main bearings not included. This kit includes main
bearings, seals, gaskets, and crank. Gain an average of 3HP in the bottom and midrange, and
significant boost in throttle response. Allows you to adapt larger carbs to your ATV. Bars come
with three different elastomers to get the proper cushioning for your type of riding along with a
cross bar pad in your color choice of blue, grey, or red. This mount allows you to mount your
switch to the bar without using up all of the spacing. Allows you to mount the switch much
closer to the bend. Available in Black and Red. Some colors and lengths may need to be special
ordered. Available in black, blue, red, or silver. The unique difference is in the design of the
wheel hub mounting area. A splined wheel hub slides onto the axle shaft and is retained with a
hex nut. The X changes all that. This axle is rifled to reduce weight near the rotational axis of the
ATV. The X allows for 16 different wheel offset alternatives. The unique difference is in the
wheel hub and that they are billet aluminum for superior strength. Comments are closed.
Hinson Billetproof Clutch Basket. Lone Star Racing Dual Row Bearing Carrier â€” The billet
aluminum bearing housings are machined from aluminum for superior housing strength. Dura
Blue Heavy Duty Axle â€” This axle is a recreational level axle thatis twice the strength of the
stock axle. We port the the cylinder block before installing the sleeve so we can improve the
port shapes and angles. We also change the the sleeve to our specifications by machining our
port angles in the sleeve. We then install the sleeve and finish porting. We include the exhaust
manifold because we carry the exhaust port duct shape in to the billet manifold. We bore the
cylinder and add holes in the piston skirt to cool and lubricate the exhaust port bridges. Kit
includes gaskets, o-rings, pistons, stud kit and spacer plate. Our Puma cc engine kit is a 85mm
bore using the stock stroke crankshaft. This kit gives the huge power gains of the big Puma
cylinders are famous for, without the expense of adding a stoker crank. With almost 50 ft. We
have used this kit to win Super Moto and flat track events, and it is just plain awesome in the
dunes. This kit includes the intake manifold and reed valve. The Puma is an extremely powerful
yet totally ride-able engine. Its not for the weak or the faint of heart, with as much as 52 ft. This
kit utilizes a 76mm stroke and an 85mm bore. The crank is balanced, then is welded and the
crank pins are welded. We port the cylinder for many different applications. This kit have been
very successful in Ice racing, is amazing on dirt track and legendary in the sand. Reliability has
been very impressive, because we use only the best components, and build to very tight
standards. Reed valve, intake manifold, and crankshaft are included with this kit. Our Sphynx
kits are the ultimate in the state of the art two stroke technology. This results not only in more
hp, but it also contributes to a much wider power band. That means higher hp levels with more
low end power and better acceleration. The triple exhaust port configuration give the needed
exhaust area for maximum peak hp. The LED porting optimizes this cylinder and precisely sets
port timing and angles to match the riders type and style of riding. The Sphynx uses a Nikasil
plated bore for better heat migration. The fact that the cylinder is not boreable, it allows us to
build a more precise combustion chamber. This is due to not having to make the chamber larger
than the bore to accommodate future over bores. Cylinder kit include Boost ported piston,
Cylinder, head, gaskets, studs o-rings and porting. The fact that the cylinder is not bore-able
allows us to build a more precise combustion chamber. The Sphynx is a cylinder package
designed for the plus 4mm 76mm stoker crankshaft. The increased displacement increases both
hp and torque with out any loss of ride-ability or rpm compared to the
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standard stroke Stage 2 takes the hp up to the next level. Adding our specially taper bored 30

mm Kehein PWK carbs and V-Force reed cages adds hp at both ends of the power band. The 30
mm carb size as proven to be ideal for the reed valve dimensions the Banshee cylinders will
accept. By installing the V-Force reed cages we provide the max amount of reed valve flow that
will fit the Banshee reed box. Because the V-Force cages add 4 more reed pedal openings, air
flow around the edges of the pedals is increased dramatically. This shows up as a benefit to roll
on power. When the pedals are open at high rpm the increase in area, makes a major
improvement in air flow. We offer a high performance custom engineered engine kit available
for competition chainsaws. Our kit is available in different displacements, call for application.
Just give us a call at to discuss your engine building needs. Engine Kits. Due to the custom
nature of engine kits they can only be ordered via phone at this time.

